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     About a year and a half ago Max made his deput in the second issue of
Anthros Ex Machina.  Melchior and I were working off the notion that the content
for that magazine should express intention and, ideally, address the notion of
“movement” in some way.  We invited Johnny, a long time prose author, to
submit a short story.  Although he did submit a story, he also handed us an
oddly dark comic about a fossilized fish and his “movement” through his world.
I was sold from the beginning.


     Over time the strip evolved from singular snapshots of Max’s life into a
continuing story line that out lived Anthros Ex Machina.  The center fold in this
issue represents both the change of titles from Anthros to This is not... as well as
a change in Max himself.  What started as a self pitying, apathetic husk has
blossomed into a dynamic hero on a hunt for his destiny.


     Thank you for continuing to read our magazine.  Thank you to Rocko for
the cover art.   And most of all thank you Johnny for being the glue.


- Spackle


     Like most fictional characters, Max started out as an extension of me, but
since his conception he’s grown into himself, and in the process, liberated
himself from his cliched angst.  In more ways than one Max has changed from
the worst of who I was, into someone I would want to be.  With so much ego
invested in Max, you’d think that more time would go into his creation.  But
let’s be clear: Max isn’t anything more than a stick fish with a couple of sentences
scribbled on, and he’s usually drawn after deadline.


     Spackle has always been under the delusion that because we  like Max’s
adventures, that someone out there likes them too.  Whoever you are, if you’re
out there, this collection is dedicated to you.


- Johnny
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